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The UK raspberry industry was traditionally a processed fruit industry
which has been in decline for the past two decades as a result of the wide
availability of imported fruit and a decrease in yield produced by British
growers.
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(Graham et al 2006)

Project Results
lt
The overall aim of this project is to link the phenotype of
individual seedlings from the Glen Moy X Latham cross,
those deemed the sweetest, brightest most enjoyable, to
the actual genotype. This can lead to the development of
markers which can be screened for as part of a molecular
breeding strategy. This will be done by identifying
molecular markers linked to the quality traits of interest
through
phenotypic
analysis as well as
using a candidate
gene approach to
map genes
underlying traits of
interest identified
in other genomes.

The main quality traits of interest to producers and
buyers alike are the overall sweetness and sourness
of fruit as well as the balance and intensity of the
two combined. Second to that is the overall
appearance of the raspberry which includes not only
size and colour but overall druplet cohesion and
shape, which if found to be visually attractive to the
buyer, will encourage
initial purchase and if the
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Weight
Colour
Sweetness
Sourness
Flavour Intensity

18.85*
14.32
2.5 *
3.98*
3.70*

34.74
14.22
3.24
3.65
4.06

*Significantly different p<0.001
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